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5.3.2 moreover, the pockets of your pants and shirts are not easily accessible. if youre an avid
traveler, youre likely to have packed numerous items to carry along while youre traveling, including
your laptop. a regular wifi can get easily forgotten and ignored by you. with a portable wifi in your
pocket, you can easily access the internet or the network of your chosen hotel whenever you want

to. this saves you the trouble of carrying along your laptop, as well as saves your money when using
the public wifi. 5.4.2 you dont have to worry about the fees that you incur while using a pocket wifi.
unlike a regular wifi, you dont have to pay any hefty fees. as there is no access point to share, the
pocket wifi doesnt use any of your cellular data. you can just enjoy your trip without any worries. if

youre looking to grab a pocket wifi while youre traveling, you can find a portable wifi for around
$30.00. its a great way to enjoy your vacation without worrying about the data roaming charges.

enjoy your travels without having to kill the battery of your laptop on a regular wifi or having to carry
an expensive mobile phone with you. recording and replay in peripherals 46 the physical recording
process is now more widely recognized for its efficiency and cost-effectiveness. recording 2 hours of
16-mm tape at 1516 ips reproduces accurately and audibly, using anywhere up to 50 asa s35 halide

emulsion. it achieves sound quality levels of 80 to 94 db sound pressure level (spl) rms, making it
suitable for high quality video and a very cost-effective method of recording video on tape. however,

16mm and 16/mm tape formats are not employed widely enough for the recording of sound for
audio-visual equipment, although they are now the medium of choice for sound for educational and

professional media (shibata 1988: 298).
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5.3.2 moreover, the pockets of your
pants and shirts are not easily

accessible. if youre an avid traveler,
youre likely to have packed numerous

items to carry along while youre
traveling, including your laptop. a

regular wifi can get easily forgotten and
ignored by you. with a portable wifi in
your pocket, you can easily access the
internet or the network of your chosen
hotel whenever you want to. this saves
you the trouble of carrying along your
laptop, as well as saves your money
when using the public wifi. 5.4.2 you

dont have to worry about the fees that
you incur while using a pocket wifi.

unlike a regular wifi, you dont have to
pay any hefty fees. as there is no access

point to share, the pocket wifi doesnt
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use any of your cellular data. you can
just enjoy your trip without any worries.

if youre looking to grab a pocket wifi
while youre traveling, you can find a
portable wifi for around $30.00. its a

great way to enjoy your vacation
without worrying about the data

roaming charges. enjoy your travels
without having to kill the battery of your

laptop on a regular wifi or having to
carry an expensive mobile phone with

you. recording and replay in peripherals
46 the physical recording process is now
more widely recognized for its efficiency

and cost-effectiveness. recording 2
hours of 16-mm tape at 1516 ips

reproduces accurately and audibly,
using anywhere up to 50 asa s35 halide

emulsion. it achieves sound quality
levels of 80 to 94 db sound pressure
level (spl) rms, making it suitable for
high quality video and a very cost-
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effective method of recording video on
tape. however, 16mm and 16/mm tape

formats are not employed widely
enough for the recording of sound for
audio-visual equipment, although they

are now the medium of choice for sound
for educational and professional media

(shibata 1988: 298). 5ec8ef588b
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